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Abstract

The magnetic flux linking a coil is composed
of external field flux and flux due to current I
in the coil itself, '1t.= '1t t + 'ii' 2 Induced emf, e,
is proportional to - '1t anaxnence Xedt is propor
tional to 6'1t= WI - '1t2 · On open circuit, 1=0,
and this integra is a measure of the change,
6'1t t' in external flux linking the coil. On
c18~ed citcuit e causes an induced current, I. ,
to flow whose field tends to oppose the flux ~nd
change which induces e (Lenz's law). If the coil
is superconducting 6'1t= 0 because 6~ just cancels
6W

ext
' Then 6I ind is also a measure of 6Wext '

For the case of two-dimensional fields and
cylindrical sheet coils detailed calculations can
be made because both the fields and the coils can
be resolved into multipole or harmonic components.
It is shown that a carefully made 2n-pole winding
enclosing an aperture can be used'

(1) On open circuit, as a search coil to
measure the 2n-pole field component
entering the aperture from outside
the coil.

(2) On closed circui t, as a passive se If
powered shield to oppose the intrusion
into the aperture of any 2n-pole field
component from outside and, if the coil
is superconducting, to exclude that
component entirely.

The "two potential" complex formulation for
two dimensional fields facilitates the analysis.
Expressions are also derived for the self and
mutual inductances of cylindrical sheet coils.

I. Flux Linkage and Induced Emf

of long straight conductors normal to the field
plane and connected in coil sequence at the far
ends. Thus each straight filament conductor con
stitutes a half turn of the coil and there are as
many negative as positive half turns in the coil
sequence. For such coils of indefinite length it
is appropriate to deal with the flux linkage ~
unit length of the coil

(1)

where sk is the signed unit length, + 1 or - 1, of
the kth half turn and ~ is the vector potential
component along the kth conductor. The induced
emf per uni.t length of the coi 1 is proportional
to the negative time derivative of (1), namely - ~.

2. Two Dimensional Fields - Multipole Components

The characteristic properties of a two-dimen
sional magnetic field in empty space are identical
with those of an analytic function of a complex
variable. This fact emerges from the two-poten
tial complex formulation which may be introduced
as follows. 2

Let X, Y be coordinates in the plane of a two
dimensional magnetic field and let S be the third
coordinate of a right-handed rectangular system.
In empty space ~ = B/H = 1. The field components,
Hv and Hy, depend only on X and Y, but not on S.
TRese components are space derivatives either of
the scalar potential, O(X, Y), or of the S-com
ponent of the vector potential, AS A(X,Y):

~
00 oA

- oX oY
(2)

H =- 00 oA
Y oY oX

For a two-dimensional field the two potentials,
A and 0 are independent of S, and the remaining
vector potential components, Ax and Ay are con
stant and of no further interest.

The second parts of equations (2) constitute
the Cauchy-Riemann conditions which are necessary
and sufficient to make the "complex potential",
which we choose to define as

The magnetic flux linking a coil is given by
the line integral of the ~ect~r-~otential along the
conductor of the coil, i A . ds. The electromo
tive force,or emf, induced in the coil by a chang
ing magnetic field is proportional to the negative
time derivative of the flux linkage. If the coil
circuit is closed an induced current will flow.
The magnetic flux due to the induced current will
oppose the flux change producing it (Lenz's Law).
If the coil is superconducting (zero resistance)
the flux due to the induced current will reduce the
change in total flux linkage to zero. w - - (A+iO) = W(Z) (3)

Coils which are appropriate for producing or
measuring two-dimensional magnetic fields consist

*Work done under the auspices of the
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.

an analytic function of the complex variable Z =
X+iY. It is easily seen from (2) that its deriva
tive gives both field components in the complex
combination*

*Note that HX+iHy is not an analytic function of Z.
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(5 )

This derivative is again an analytic function of
Z and its Cauchy-Riemann equations

dW
dZ H(Z) - Hy + i~ (4)

Then (6) becomes

= Y'w Zn =LQ p
n in(cp - CPn)

(A+iO)W e -
4..J n n

and the potentials are

A = - 2:Q pn cos n (cp - CPn)n

0 - 2:Q pn sin n (cp - cpn)n

(8)

(9)

(10)

constitute Maxwell's equations for the field. 3. Sheet Coils - Harmonic Components

Thus we see that every two-dimensional field
corresponds to an analytic function of Z = X+iY and
every analytic function of Z corresponds to a
physically possible two-dimensional Maxwell field.

In designing coils to produce a desired two
dimensional field it is often useful to begin with
an idealized cylindrical current sheet - a smooth
distribution of currents flowing along the elements
of a cylindrical surface of zero thickness.

The series (6) leads to general expressions
for A and 0 in Fourier form. We set

Around any regular point as origin the analy
tic potential (3) can always be represented by a
power series

whose circle of convergence extends up to the
nearest singular point (current or material with
permeability ~ # 1). Wo is an arbitrary constant
and the succeeding W Zn terms correspond to the
2n-po1e components o¥ the field. Thus WI is the
coefficient of the dipole term, W2 of the quadru
pole, W of the sextupole, etc. Several points
should ~e noted:

(12)

(11)

dN = ~mN cos m (en - 8 ) dcp
4,j m m

N = N(w) = LN sin m (cp - 8 )m m

Let the elements of a circular cylinder of
radius a be normal to the Z = X+iY plane at

Thus the sheet coil consists of a series of h~r

monic components and each component depends on
two specifying numbers, the amplitude N and the
reference azimuth 8 . m

m

whence

Z = z '= ae
icp

and let dN be the number of coil half turns lying
along the cylinder elements in the +8 direction in
the interval dcp; dN is a negative quantity for
half-turns in the -S direction. Since there must
be as many negative as positive half turns in the
whole coil the integral of dN taken once around
th7 circumference of the cylinder must be zero,
~ dN = O. It follows that the cumulative number

of half turns, N(cp) = J dN, must be a periodic
function of cp which repeats at intervalsof 2n.
This turn function can therefore be written as a
Fourier series

An example of a sheet coi! is the measuring
coil described by G. H. Morgan and shown in his
Figure 1. It consists of six half turns placed

For the problem of calculating flux linkages
we introduce the passive equivalent of a current
sheet, namely a coil consisting of a practically
continuous distribution of filamentary half turns
lying along the elements of a cylinder such that a
current through the coil (the~ series current
through all the turns) would imitate a current
sheet. This sheet coil idea can be made more
precise in the following way.

(6)

(7)

=1:
n=o

(a) For a given or1g1n any two dimensional
field can be uniquely resolved into a
series of mu1tipo1es but the resolution
is strictly possible only for two-dimen
sional fields. Any variation of the
field with S implies a non-analytic be
havior in the X, Y, planes. Equati~ns

for this variation have been given.

(b) The resolution into multipoles depends
on the choice of origin. Thus, if we
transform (6) to a new origin Z by
substituting Z = Z + Z' each m8ltipole
coefficient W wil~ contribute to all
coefficients Relow it. However, if
(6) is a finite series (polynomial)
the coefficient of the highest mu1tipole
present will not depend on Zoo

(c) Each multipole depends on two specifying
numbers since the coefficients Wn are,
in general, complex.
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at 600 intervals around a circular cylinder with
a = 2.22 cm. The turn function (11) is alter
nately + 1/2 and - 1/2 in successive 60

0
intervals;

if we place a positive half turn at ~ = 0 the turn
function (11) is

ing to the sum of the changesin (15). In general,
a coil will measure the combination of harmonics
which a current through it would produce; this
field can be calculated by the methods of the next
section.

N =1 [sin 3~ + 1/3 sin 9cp + lIS sin l5~ + --- ] (13)
n

Thus the harmonic coefficients are zero except when
m is an odd multiple of 3:

5. Sheet Coil Fields and Inductances

A sheet coil becomes a current sheet if a
current, say I abamperes, flows through it. The
complex potentials, W. (Z) and W (Z), of the
field pEoduced in the1¥egions in~rde and outside
the cylind~r are related at the cylinder w~ere

Z = z = ae 1CP, by the current sheet theorem .

(16)

and, using the turn function (11) for N, we can
write the Fourier series for NI in the form

If we let z
m

The series (13) represents sharp discontinui
ties at cp = kn/3 corresponding to infinitely thin
filaments; for finite size conductors the higher
coefficients will falloff faster.

4. Flux Linkage and Induced Emf for Sheet Coils

where N is the cumulative turn function.
i8

m
:i(ttr8

m
)

ae ,then e .L
z

m

For a sheet coil normal to a two-dimensional
field the flux linkage per unit length (1) becomes

~ = f AdN

(17)

Since the potentials produced by the current sheet
must be regular at Z = 0 and Z = 00, we deduce from
(16) and (17) that they are

From (9) with P = a and (12) we see that ~ consists
of a double series of terms

2n
~nm = - QnanrnNm f cos n(m-CPn) ·cos m(c.p-8m)dcp. (14)

o

The integrals vanish for m f n, leaving only the
terms ~nn for which, after reduction, we can write z

W (Z) 2nI ~N (....!!!)m
out = - LJ m Z

(18)

(19)

(15)
Th 1 t . f' ld . by H.-_ + 1"H.._ dW.e resu 1ng 1e s are g1ven -~ -A = dZ 1n
each region.

The potential W. inside the cylinder is
regular at Z = 0 and1gf the form (6) with W
- 2Tl1N I zm. In (7) we identify cp. = 6 and

m
find

m m m m

The interior potentials A. and O. are then given
by (9) and (10). The se1!~f1ux 1tRked per unit
current for the mth harmonic component is found
from (15) to be, since ~m = 8

m
,

This is the self-inductance per unit length of the
mth coil component in nanohenrieslcm (e.m. units).
Since the cross flux linkages between different
harmonic coil components are zero the total self
inductance per unit length of the sheet coil (11)
is

(21)

(20)

L
m

The emf induced in the coil is proportional
to - ~~ If the field changes, Q andlor ~ will
change; if the coil is rotated ~ will chRnge
and if the coil is translated th~ Q in (7) will
change because the origin for the e~pansion (6)
moves with the axis of the coil. In any case the
time integral of the induced emf per unit length,
e is a measure of the change in the total flux
linkages per unit length of the coil, ~~ = ~~Wn'

Thus f edt of an ideal harmonic coil an open
circuit is a measure of the change in the flux
linkages (15)dur1ng the time over which the in
tegral is taken. There are basically two methods
for making such a field measurement: to pulse the
field while the coil is stationary5 or to rotate
the coil about its axis while the field is held
constant 6 .

Thus each harmonic of the sheet coil only
links flux of the corresponding multipole of the
field.

If the measuring coil contains other har
monics in its turn function (11) it will measure
that combination of harmonics of the field accord-

L =~ L = 2n
2 ~mN2 nanohenries/cm

~ m m (22)
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Note that this L is a pure number as it
should be and that it does not depend on the radius
a of the coil cylinder. In this sense thick coils
may"be thought of as a superposition of thin sheet
coils.

In the same way we can find the mutual in
ductance per unit length of coaxial cylindrical
sheet coils of radii a > b:

L = 2rl ~n(£)n(N ) (N
b

) cos [(8 ) - (8
b

)nJab L.J a ann a n

(23)

in nanohenries per em.

6. Superconducting Multipole Shield

Imagine an ideal mth harmonic superconducting
cylindrical sheet coil enclosing an aperture with
its circuit closed. Let the turn function be

of rr/2.

The current (26) induced in the coil on
closed circuit is a measure of the imposed field
change just as the time integral of the induced
emf is an open circuit.

7. Concluding Remarks

By introducing the concept ~f sheet coils as
the passive equivalent of current sheets we have
been able to show that harmonic coils can be used
either to measure or to shield multipole compon
ents of a two dimensional field in an aperture.

While very good approximations to harmonic
turn distributions can be made the three-dimen
sional problem of coils ends has not been dis
cussed here. For a coil to be used on open cir
cuit as a measuring coil the problem is usually
solved by making the coil appreciable longer than
the field to be measured.

(24)N = N
m

sin n (~ - 8m)

If,starting from zero field, we impose any
field (6) on the aperture from outside the cylinder
an induced current will flow in the superconducting
coil so as to prevent (by adding its own field) any
change in the flux linkage from the initial zero
value.

On the other hand, a coil to be used as a
simple shield against any multipole component
should be the same length as the imposed field.
If a superconducting shield coil extends beyond
the imposed field region, so will the cancelling
flux field.
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m m

can, however, be blocked out of the aperture com
pletely by (24) if we set 8 =~. The field of
the induced current I has tWe pofential (18)

I

In this way a carefully made superconducting har
monic coil (24) can be used as a self-powered
shield to prevent the intrusion into the aperture
~ like harmonic field from the outside.

It will be seen that this total 2m-pole
shielding will take place whenever

~ m (w - 8 )
m 'm m

is an integral multiple of n and that the shield
coil has no effect whenever ~m is an odd multiple
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